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And More..
Neha Sakka,Daughter of Udaipur, representing India at
“ International Women’s Virtual Youth Summit 2020 “

W

hen it comes to
abilities, all those
who realize their
potential are equal regardless
of their gender. The same is
now being proven all over the
world. At this revolutionary
time when females are showing their will power and strength
out loud to the world that once
bounded them to four walls,
M/s Neha Sakka, the daughter or the White City marked
represented power of females
in Udaipur by representing
India at “ International Women’s
Virtual Youth Summit 2020”
organized by World Youth
Organization and National
Awardees Federation of India
on 30.08.2020 with Shri
Bhaskar Rao IPS ( DGP of
Internal Security Karnataka
State) as the Chief Guest. Dr.
Javid Jamadar ( Chairman of
World Youth Organization) was
the main organizer of the event
and JSR Annamayaa was the
Chief Convener.
The international summit
is estimated to be India’s

biggest webinar with enthusiastic participation from 30+
countries all across the globe.
The summit was energized
greatly by highly motivated
women influencers from China,
Nepal ,Pakistan, Iran,
Pithoragarh, Sudan, Kenya,
Ta n z a n i a , B a n g l a d e s h ,
Zambia, Raigad, Egypt,
Cameroon, Lebanon, UAE,
Zimbabwe,Burundi,
Afghanistan, Russia, Congo,
Nashik. M/s Neha Sakka (
Udaipur, Rajasthan) represented India as one the women
influencers from India.
Major issues as Peace
Education, Global Citizenship,
Empowerment of the post
COVID-19 generation, Youth
Leaders
for
Social
Tr a n s f o r m a t i o n , Yo u t h
Engagement in Politics,
Disabling Inequalities amongst
all humans were taken up and
Woman Empowerment stayed
the highlighted issue. M/s Neha
Sakka focused the energy on
how global peace can be
attained mere by teaching our

"Media Sansar " A book
should read
After a long time in journalism, the "Media Sansar " book
has come into the market. Journalism from time immemorial
to the present, changes have been made from time to time,
journalism of different periods, objective form, future public relations, journalism, and information exchange scenarios.
The modernization and technical aspects of print journalism, including the development of journalism and regional linguistic journalism, have been introduced from the Hindi language. Besides, in the era of electronic cum social media, its
use in journalism, the changes in their importance have been
given in detail.
The condition, direction, and prospects of journalism have
been discussed in detail by dividing the book into three sections for the readers' convenience and covering different
aspects of journalism. In the first section, through the discussion of the beginning and development of public relations, our
tradition is made aware. Section two talks about the skills of
journalism. The first two sections provide essential information
on public relations and journalism. The third section is vital
from the point of view that the scholars and enlightened writers of the media-related country have written their thoughts on
the declining level of journalism, current situation, choices, future
hopes, etc. and provided an open canvas thinking on journalism.
At a time when there is a lot of questions on the role of
media, there is a need for literature related to ideological and
training so that we can find the right path. Publication of books
is necessary for an understanding of the role of journalism,
knowledge of its skills. Dr. Prabhat Kumar Singhal, a senior
officer of the Public Relations Department in Rajasthan, is a
writer who cares about the media medium and wants to give
meaningful literature to the new generation. This important book
of his is an attempt in this direction. The book contains useful
tips for today's journalism. Writing can be started by reading it
in all the currently practiced forms of journalism. Journalist KD
Abbasi is the co-author of the book.
It can be expected that this work will be welcomed, this
book will be very useful for journalists and young students active

children to be patriotic towards
land as a whole instead of being
patriotic towards land under a
particular boundary. Along with
it she also highlighted how
males are victimized under
their own domination.
This biggest online gathering of women from all possible fields proved the roaring
and unfurling flags of women
powering over all the sectors
of the world to mention a fewEngineering, photography,
scholars , business sectors ,
Govt. administration, start-up
sectors, NGOs, lawyers,
Doctors, Psychologist,
Journalists, grass-root change
makers. All the women realized that how diversity of land
and culture has separated
women across the globe yet
they all bear the same discrimination through out.
“ It is because of males
being unaware that they are a
victim too, of their own dominance, that they happen to be
non-violent against females –
both physically and mentally.

in today's Hindi journalism. The 231-page book has been published in the beautiful with a presentation by Literature,
Publications, Jaipur.
WRITER INTRODUCTION Expressions always remain young,and words dance on the
rythms of pen and fingers. They don't know the boundries of
ages. Yes it has been proved by the young though retired Joint
Director Dr.Prabhat Kumar Singhal who has been a writer since
ages. It has been seven years since his retirement but his
always charming style of writing,his self respecting attitude,his
huminity,love and politeness for others have continuously been
running nonstop through the tracks of writings.
Yet his works are the amalgamations of various rewoned
topics,like, historical monuments, buildings, religious shrines
and megneficient spots of tourists interests, environments conservation, swachata, women empowerment, rural and city developments, tribal life , social chellenges, but focus is mainly on
tourism. His books have always proved beneficial for not only
national but also international tourism lovers. His writings are
filled with knowledge and facts and the publication of his books
has been of great importance. This is the only reason due to
which he has been fliciated with"HINDI SAHITY SAVI SAMMAN"award on Hindi Divas by language and library department of Kota mandal in year 2018.He has also been awarded
as"SINIOR CITIZEN TOURIST WRITER"on sinior citizen day
2018.He has also been awarded with
"VYOSHREE SAMMAN" in year 2019.
Dr. Singhal was honoured with the " HINDI SEVA SAMMAN" in Delhi at the 18th anniversary celebration of India's
leading Hindi news portal Prabha Sakshi's held on 8th november 2019at the constitution club,New Delhi. Minister of State
for Health and Family Welfare,Utter Predsh,Atul Garg,Tarun
Vijay, Rajeev Ranjan, Shajiya Ilmi, Editor of Prabha Sakshi and
other guests felicitated Dr. Singhal with shawl,a certificate and
momento.He has been conferred with these awards for his creative writing. Kota district administration also three times
awarded citation and medal on the republic day and independence day while being his on officer rank for his out standing
service's.
He also published fortnightly news paper "TODAY EYE" till
two and half years just after his retirment. The newspaper was
issued out of limited resources without any advertisement. It

taken seriously by the Board of Directors and
Manish Khatri and
the Board decided to sack the two directors
Ashish Lodha Sacked for their anti-company activities.
from the Board of
Swadesh Precious
Directors of Indira IVF Ratna Award -2020 to
U d a i p u r : Tw o
painter Subodh
directors of Indira IVF
Manish Khatri and
Ranjan
Ashish Lodha have
been sacked from the
Board of Directors of
the company in the
meeting of the board
held on Friday in
Udaipur. They were facing serious charges
against them. It was alleged that they were trying to capture the company and were conspiring
to do so. It was also alleged that they had beaten an employee of the company Abhishek
Sukhwal. They had filed bogus cases against
other members of the Board of Directors and
had also moved High Court . Their writ was
rejected by the High Court. Their actions were
considered contra Virus to the interests of the
company hence the Board of Directors decided to throw them out. According to the Murdia
family on the 7th February the Board of
Directors in their meeting had nominated Dr.
Kshitij Murdia as the CEO of the company. This
decision was not acceptable to Manish Kahtri
and Ashish Lodha and so they started conspiring to acquire command over the company by hook or by crook. The Chairman of the
Company Dr. Ajay Murdia told that on 3rd June,
2020 Manish Khatri and Ashish Lodha called
Abhishek Sukhwal on a shop on the University
road and beat him. He was wounded and one
of his eyes was immensely damaged. This was

They are not allowed to cry or
feel sad in open, so in close
they beat either the body or
the soul out of the frustration
that was curbed for so long.”,
M/s Sakka quoted. In continuation to that she addressed
on another issue pointing- “
New concept of WORLDLISM
can be a strong foundation for
Global Peace. We are taught
to feel patriotic about our country from the age of 3 years and
hence we inculcate patriotism
only for a land demarcated by
boundaries. Had we been
taught to feel patriotic for the

Udaipur: Subodh
Ranjan Sharma, internationally renowned
modern realist painter of
the state, will be conferred with the Swadesh
Precious Ratna Award 2020 by Sagar World
Human Development
Education and Public Service Institute and
Swadesh Institute (India), Ayodhya (U.P.).
Institute secretary R. A. Prajapati According
to, Subodh Ranjan will be honored for creating a new genre in Art field . This award is
given to the talented people who make a special identity in the field of art, literature, dance,
music etc. in the country. A special honor ceremony will be held after the Corona epidemic is fully diagnosed.

Indian Economics
books launched for
class 12 students
Udaipur: The city's celebrities launched the
book of Indian Economics written in simple language by writer Umang Khatri for Class 12 students on behalf of Commerce Brain.
Umang Khatri said that it had been explained

land all across the globe itself,
we would be respecting all the
lands and would never dare to
hurt any land. This will completely eliminate any war or
fights. Its should not be mistaken for anti-nationalism.
It is also not about erasing
the boundaries of all 195 countries to make one nation. It is
about changing our perspective towards the boundaries.
We see these 195 countries
not as different factories but
different department of same
factory. Will one department
hurt the other? Never.”

The summit united women
from all across the Blue Planet
onto one screen making each
female realize that though
separated overseas they all
share common pains on innumerous grounds thus making
a big family.
The pride lies in the fact
that the event was initiated by
a male. All three foundation
members were males who are
working hard for appreciating
women in all aspects. Why is
it a thing to be proud of? This
certified that the long fought
struggle of “Gender Equality”
is paying off. As Mr. Bhaskar
Rao was quoted, “ Women are
taught to depend on men right
from their birth.
First on their father or brother then on their husband and
then on sons. They are equally powerful and capable, we
need to accept their freedom,
their leadership and most
importantly we need to accept
them making mistakes. We all
make mistakes. “CHANGE IS
COMING, IT HAS COME.

had to be discontinued due to the disruption of the institution.
When the idea of writing books stick his mind,he created 5
unforgettable creations-"Esa Desh Hai Mera -Bharat
Braman,"Aradhya tirth in reference to India," Rajasthan Ke Aastha
sthal- Dharmik Parytan ", " Atulay Ajmer", "Kota-Ek Vihungam
Dristi ,"- published from "DELHI PUBLICATION HOUSE,"and
"vidit".Chambal teri yahi kahani based on Chambal river by
sahtyagar publishers Jaipur."YASHO RAJASTHAN" based on
the districts of Rajasthan and "Ye he hamari rang-birangi Bundi"are
his fourth coming books.
His various Articles,Features ,Reports, Blog,successful stories on more than 3500 different subjects have been published
in national,state and local newspaper and magazines. He also edited and published more than 100
souvenirs and official books. His
journey still continuess despite of
all thicks and thins. He started his
job as Assistant Public Relation
Officer from 1st March 1979 in the
Department of Information and
Public Relation,Govt. Of Rajasthan
and got retired on 31st October
2013 as Joint Director.He also
served in Swaimadhopur, Bundi, Baran and Jhalawar districts
as additional charge for a long time from Kota. He keenly observed
the tribal life at Udaipur,Banswara,Dungarpur,Sirohi in the
year1986 during posting Tribal Davelopment Department
Udaipur. During his services he complite his Doctrate on"
Rajasthan Me Police Prashasn 1858-1947" in history from Kota
khula vishav vidhyaly Kota.He guide the students of research
work and journalism.
Dr.Singhal openis is that after retierment energy should be
used in social interest. We should stay and set some creative
goals and achieve them with full willpower. He also expressed
his views on how to use time properly for the welfare of society as well as family.I too had an opportunity of being a coauthor with him in kota book, a spectacular second edition
book,at that time I realized from the depths of heart how he
works relentlessly and tirelessly even today. I appreciate his
sprit of work,the youthness of pen, the strength of words and
the unique examplary of six year of good work.

in detail about the five-year plans released from
its independence to date. In this, such simple
language has been used for the children that
they can understand it easily. This book will be
very beneficial for children. During studying
Economics, t a lot of confusion among the children that now what kind of questions will come
in the exam. Important selected questions of
CBSE's paper of the last ten years are given
in this book with answers.
He said that MCQs, which are very difficult
to understand for children, have been explained
very easily. In the book, the theory and its easy
answers are also described.Khatri said that
this book would be made available free of cost
to the city's children studying in the commerce
brain. A book for class 11 students will be
launched soon. Tips are also given on the text
and YouTube to read and understand the book
easily.

Rhea Chakraborty
again appears before
NCB
Bollywood actress Rhea Chakraborty on
Monday appeared before the Narcotics Control
Bureau (NCB) for the second day in connection with the ongoing probe into the drugs angle
in the death of actor Sushant Singh Rajput.
On Sunday, she appeared before the NCB

for the first time and was subjected to a sixhour grilling amid speculations that the actress
would be arrested as investigators went hammer and tongs after drug-related allegations
that have emerged in the death case.Rhea was
questioned by at least two NCB teams in various aspects of the narcotic drugs thread that
has cropped up in the Sushant case.
Earlier on Saturday, Rhea’s brother Showik
Chakraborty, Sushant’s home manager Samuel
Miranda and his house helper Dipesh Sawant
were arrested and sent to the NCB custody till
September 9.

India overtakes Brazil
to become secondworst coronavirus-hit
nation as cases touch
42 lakh
India's coronavirus infections surged past
4.2 million on Monday as it overtook Brazil to
become the country with the second-highest
number of cases.With 4,204,613 infections, India
is nearly 70,000 cases ahead of Brazil, which
will post its most recent numbers later on
Monday.India, with a daily record 90,802 cases
on Monday, also has the fastest-growing case
load. The United States, with more than 6 million cases, remains the worst-affected country.Deaths in India have been relatively low so
far, but it has posted more than 1,000 deaths
for each of the last five days.

For Royal Harbinger Call
Mangi Lal Purohit - 9024311494
Bharat - 7597908870

IMPLEMENTING NATIONAL
EDUCATION POLICY
-Ashok Mathur
The recently announced National Education Policy promises a new era of high-quality education for children, suitable
jobs for the youth by equipping them with much-needed skills
and providing the nation with good citizens.
Several structural changes are expected to usher in a new
era. Soon we will be making change at the ground level. NCERT
will be drafting guidelines for curricula framing that would help
achieve the goals to be executed at a different stage of education. The need would be to modify the guidelines, if required,
in the light of conditions obtained in a particular region. This
would also apply to syllabus framing that would impact the
writing of textbooks—the material contained in textbooks, in
a way, IX, the classroom teacher's biggest tangible asset. The
content should be related to life around the lead news.
Some important factors in the lessons could be their comprehensibility, which means that the language should be as
simple as possible. The presentation is to be interesting as
only then will the student read it carefully. It is always better
to provide some simple exercises at the beginning of each
lesson to create curiosity and make the reading more focused
and purposeful.
The exercise at the end should aim at the development of
logical thinking, deep understanding, and application of the
content in the real life of the learners. Language and social
science textbooks have a special role in instilling social responsibility and moral values. Only when this important task is curriculum developments, syllabus framing, and textbook writing
are performed properly in keeping with the learner's environment, the new education policy can be about the desired
changes.

Mr. Annanya Agarwal, President,
Vedanta Sports reiterated the
Vision of Sports Development
across the country
Udaipur: After the success of the Zinc Football Academy
in Zawar, Vedanta is looking to expand the reach of its football
programme to Odisha and other parts of the country, Annanya
Agarwal, President, Vedanta Sports said. Speaking at the FICCI
Frames-LEAP 2020 on the topic ‘Transforming through sports
education’, Annanya highlighted the Group’s vision of positive
transformation in sports through quality grassroots training programs across the country, and said, “We are extremely happy
with the success that our grassroots football development model
has seen in Udaipur and Goa, and are looking at Odisha next
to run a football excellence programme there.”

Vedanta has made considerable investments focusing firmly on the development of grassroots football and the state-ofthe-art academies in Goa and Rajasthan embody Vedanta’s
commitment to the cause of Indian football. The Hindustan Zincrun Zinc Football in Udaipur and Vedanta Sesa Goa Iron Ore’s
Sesa Football Academy in Goa are operating successfully and
churning out quality footballers.
“We aim to continue this journey towards development of
sports and contribute towards the larger goal of transforming
sports in the country. Our robust community engagement plan
through sports initiatives reaches out to all sections of society”,
said Annanya, addressing the digital event.
Speaking on the importance of sports education for children, Annanya said, “I am very happy to see the growing importance of sports in the Indian education system. Sports can indeed
be transformative – the values that it helps inculcate and the
teachings it can imbibe are unparalleled and is extremely beneficial for the holistic development of an individual.”
“At Vedanta, we provide a holistic mix of education - equal
emphasis on traditional textbook learning, modern hands-on
learning and football training”, he added.
During his talk, Annanya also emphasized on the focus on
women’s football. “One of our biggest focus areas is women's
football and empowerment of women in our communities. With
initiatives such as the Vedanta Women’s Football League in
Goa, we aim to grow women’s football in the country and eventually give every girl child an opportunity to express themselves
using football as a medium.”
FICCI FRAMES-LEAP (Learn, Educate, Apply, Progress)
is the world’s first & largest online conference on Education
and Skilling in Media & Entertainment sector, with a view to
anchor discussions around formalising the Media and
Entertainment curriculum in the education system & making
future ready Media & Entertainment professionals.
“I must complement the government for its steps in encouraging sports education and the focus on promoting sports at
the grassroots with programmes like Khelo India. Parents need
to be convinced that sports is a career option for their children”,
concluded Annanya.

Former President Pranab
Mukherjee passes away at 84
New Delhi: Former President Pranab Mukherjee is no
more. He breathed his last at Army Hospital in New Delhi this
evening. He was 84. His son Abhijit Mukherjee informed this
through Twitter. He said, Mr Pranab Mukherjee passed away
in spite of the best efforts of doctors of Army R&R Hospital
and prayers, duas and prarthanas from people throughout the
country.
Mr Mukherjee served as 13th President of India from 2012
to 2017. He also served as Union Minister of Finance,
Defence, External Affairs and Commerce. Mr Mukherjee was
also Deputy Chairman of Planning Commission. He was elected to Rajya Sabha five times and twice to Lok Sabha. Mr
Mukherjee served as Leader of both houses of Parliament.
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